Role of chemical vs. physical interfacial interaction and adsorbed water on the
tribology of ultrathin 2D-material/steel interfaces
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Abstract
Lubrication of steel using 2D-materials has been a growing interest in recent years at the macro/microscale
for a wide range of applications including lubricating 440C-steel for satellite and automotive components.
This work takes a new approach of comparing the tribological behavior of ultrathin-graphite and ultrathinMoS2 at varying humidity against a custom fabricated 440C steel counter-surface using friction force
microscopy. Herein, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy analysis on the 440C-steel counter-surface
identified the presence of primarily Fe-oxides with traces of Mn- and Cr-oxides. The presence of oxides
is known to influence the nature (i.e. chemical vs. physical bonding) and strength of the interaction with
the basal planes of two-dimensional materials. The stronger chemical interaction between steel/MoS2 was
found to lead to higher friction, interfacial-shear-strength and adhesion as compared to the steel/ ultrathingraphite interface which exhibits a weaker physical interaction. Water was found to play a contrary role
for the two material systems, as it was found to increase both friction and adhesion for the physically
interacting interface (steel/ultrathin-graphite), while it was observed to reduce friction for the chemically
interacting interface (steel/MoS2). Lastly, adsorbed water was observed to suppress the strong interfacial
chemical interaction and act as a temporary protective film between the steel/MoS 2 interface. This
behavior is contrary to the macroscopic behavior of MoS2 where water is generally observed to be
detrimental to the tribological behavior as it can significantly oxidize MoS2. Since ultrathin-MoS2
undergoes minimal oxidation, it is instead the interaction of surface oxides on the 440C-steel countersurface that dominates the friction behavior.
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Introduction
Friction is an everyday phenomenon that costs humanity billions of dollars annually [1].
Mechanical components such as gears and bearings are often manufactured using different steel alloys
depending on the application (e.g. 440C-steel for space and automotive applications), which are prone to
wear, energy loss and corrosion caused by friction [2]. One approach to minimize friction is coating the
contacts with lubricants. Microscale-MoS2 and graphite are well recognized solid lubricants that consist
of 2D-structures (2D-MoS2 and graphene) at the atomic scale. Moreover, ultrathin 2D-MoS2 and graphene
have also been shown to be exceptional solid lubricants due to their unique structures including weak
interlayer interaction (van der Waals) [3] and high in-plane strength [4,5].
Ultrathin 2D-materials have demonstrated the ability to lubricate multiscale contacts, ranging from
nanoscale to macroscale [2,6–9]. Few layers of graphene and graphite are reported to reduce the
coefficient of friction (COF) between microscale 440C-steel/steel and graphite/iron-oxide contacts from
~0.91 to ~0.15 while preventing tribo-corrosion and wear. [2,8] Similarly, MoS2 additives can coat
microscale-steel/steel interface with ultrathin-MoS2 sheets resulting in the reduction of friction by ~50%
and wear by 5-9 times [10]. Furthermore, 2D-materials can overcome some of the environmental
dependency to lubricate contacts as compared to their microscale structures. In dry conditions, graphite is
known to exhibit high friction while graphene remains in an ultra-low friction regime [11,12]. ThickMoS2 coatings are sensitive to oxidation from water molecules and atmospheric oxygen, resulting in
significant deterioration of the desired tribological performance. However, ultrathin-MoS2 can remain in
a low friction regime even with some oxidation and presence of water. It is only after oxidation along the
basal plane in excess of ~9.6 at.% that ultrathin-MoS2 loses its ultralow friction regime [13,14].
In the absence of water, both 2D-MoS2 and graphene exhibit friction that is dependent on the
sliding counter-surface material (e.g. silicon and silver) despite both the 2D-materials having similar
sliding mechanisms [15–17]. This dependency on counter-surface can result in either one of the 2Dmaterial to be more lubricious. At the nanoscale, the dependency of these 2D-materials on counter-surface
and the influence of water at specific engineering relevant interfaces is largely unknown due to the
commercial unavailability of nanoscale counter-surfaces. This motivates the need for understanding the
influence of the specific counter-surface material, such as bearing, gears and valve-grade 440C steel, on
the mating interface at the nanoscale. In this work, we take an atomic force microscope (AFM) based
approach to compare the tribological properties of ultrathin-graphite and ultrathin-MoS2 (few layers)
against a custom fabricated 440C-steel counter-surface in the presence of varied ambient humidity. First,
we identify the surface chemistry on the steel counter-surface and its influence on the interfacial
interaction with the respective ultrathin 2D-materials (i.e. few layers). Second, we gain insights on the
influence of counter-surface interaction on the sliding and adhesion behavior and identify the role of water
at differently interacting interfaces.

Experimental Procedure
Sample Preparation, AFM Cantilever Fabrication and Characterization. Samples were prepared
using a MoS2 crystal (Graphene Supermarket) and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (SPI supplies) by
mechanically exfoliating ultrathin sheets on to an n-doped silicon wafer substrate. As the friction behavior
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of 2D materials including graphene and MoS2 is reported to plateau at approximately 4 layers of thickness
and exhibit similar sliding regime to that of bulk material [18], ultrathin sheets with 5-13 layers (1.7 - 4.3
nm for ultrathin-graphite and 3 - 7.8 nm for MoS2) were used here to minimize the effect of substrate and
thickness dependence for both the materials. The wafers were cleaned prior to exfoliation using ethanol
first and then followed by methanol in an ultrasonic bath. The AFM cantilevers were fabricated by
attaching 440C-steel (Sandvik) powder beads onto a tipless cantilever (APPNano) using PC-Super epoxy
under a customized micromanipulator-optical microscope setup. Prior to attaching the bead, the 440C
steel bead powder was cleaned in a Bransonic (M1800H) ultrasonic cleaner using ethanol and methanol
for 10 min each. The powder was then suspended on a glass slide and dried in an oven (Cole-Parmer
Model 281A) for 30 min at 40°C. Minimal epoxy was applied on the cantilever surface, with any excess
epoxy being wiped before the bead is attached. The cantilever is submerged in methanol to wash away
epoxy residue off the bead surface for 1 min. The cantilever was then imaged using a scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi SU3500) to measure the 440C-steel bead diameter of ~12.5 μm. To ensure the tip
geometry doesn’t influence the results, we used the same customized cantilever while ensuring
experiments were performed in a wear free regime. The maximum normal load only up till 90 nN to ensure
it is well within this regime. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization and oxide thickness
analysis were performed on the 440C-steel bead powder to identify and estimate the thickness of the
surface oxides using an ESCALAB 250Xi (Thermo Fisher Scientific - East Grinstead, UK). ESCALAB
250Xi is equipped with monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source. Survey spectra were collected (pass energy
(PE) - 100 eV) using an Al Kα X-ray (nominal spot size - 400 µm) followed by the spectral regions of
interest at higher resolution (PE - 20 eV) from which the composition (Rel. At.%) was obtained. All data
processing was performed with the system's software (Avantage v. 5.962). XPS characterization on MoS2
sample was also performed to study the influence of water on MoS2 oxidation (Figure 3d). Lastly Raman
characterization on mechanically exfoliated MoS2 and HOPG were performed using a Bruker Senterra
dispersive microscope (Supporting information; Figure S5).
Tribology Measurements. Surface imaging, friction force microscopy (FFM) and adhesion tests were
performed using an Asylum Research MFP 3D atomic force microscope (AFM) system. FFM and
adhesion experiments were performed using the 440C-steel beaded cantilever. The normal and torsional
stiffness were obtained using the Sader’s method [19,20] where the normal stiffness was measured to be
∼4.3 N/m. Lateral sensitivity was obtained using the test probe method [21] using a cleaved potassium
bromide block, whereas the normal sensitivity of the cantilever was acquired from the slope of the normal
voltage-displacement curve by deflecting the cantilever against a clean silicon wafer. The same steel bead
cantilever was used to compare the 2D-materials and minimize any influence of bead topography and
defects. A dedicated AFM cantilever mount was used to minimize the error of cantilever orientation
misalignment. FFM was performed by scanning the AFM cantilever laterally (90° scan angle) at scan rate
of ∼5 µm/s. Friction force was calculated by taking half the difference between with trace and retrace
lateral signals and multiplied by the lateral sensitivity and lateral stiffness of the cantilever. For FFMcycle testing, scans were done over the same area repeated to observe any change in the friction while
maintaining a normal load of 90 nN. interfacial shear strength (ISS) measurements were performed by
using the generalized Maugis–Dugdale model fitting procedure proposed by Carpick et al. based on the
FFM (friction vs. normal load) data in dry conditions [22]. The fitting considered a local asperity on the
440C-Steel tip in contact with the surface which had a radius measured as ∼1.3 µm by using a reverse
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imaging procedure reported in the literature [23]. The tip was reverse imaged using the same cantilever
holder used for FFM and adhesion tests to ensure the cantilever had the same inclination angle. This
ensures that the topography for the area of contact is acquired during reverse imaging. The contacting
asperity was identified and the contact radius of the asperity was measured by emulating the geometrical
interpenetration of the bead onto the topography of the 2D material surface. This approach was adopted
from a previously reported study [23]. Details of the ISS procedure are provided in the SI (Supporting
Information; Section S2) [22]. Adhesion experiments were performed with a maximum normal load of 90
nN and dwell time of 1s.
Humidity Control and Water Contact Angle (WCA) Measurement. A custom-built
environmental chamber was used to control the humidity locally around the contact by controlling the
ratio of in-flowing wet and dry nitrogen gas. The wet nitrogen gas was obtained by passing 99.9% purity
N2 gas through a water bubbler. The environment was constantly monitored using an embedded humidity
sensor (Honeywell HIH 4000) and allowed to stabilize to ensure minimal drift. The humidity deviation
reported herein is the experimental deviation acquired during tests while the sensor has a reported
systematic error of ± 3.5% [24]. Water contact angle (WCA) measurements were performed on
mechanically exfoliated ultrathin-graphite and MoS2 samples by drop-casting a water droplet (6 μl) and
analyzed using a customized microscope setup (Supporting Information; Figure S4).

Results and Discussion
Characterization of 440C-steel bead counter-surface
A customized 440C-steel bead AFM tip was fabricated and analyzed by reverse AFM imaging to
measure the surface roughness and identify the contact point (Figure 1a). Surface chemical
characterization was performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on the 440C-steel countersurface which identified the presence of Fe-oxides, with traces of Mn- and Cr-oxides coming from the
steel alloying elements (Figure 1b). Fitting of the Fe2p peak indicated the presence of FeO and Fe2O3,
whereas the Cr2p peak identified Cr2O3, Cr(OH)3 and CrO. Mn-oxides in the form of MnO, MnO2 and
Mn2O3 were also identified on the surface. An oxide thickness of 5.6 nm was measured on the countersurface by comparing the relative intensities of the Fe2p and Fe3p peaks (Supporting Information S1).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Reverse AFM image of 440C-steel bead tip and MoS2 topography. Top-right Inset: SEM image
of a 440C-steel beaded tip. b) High resolution XPS spectra on 440C-steel bead powder identifying the
presence of Fe, Cr, and Mn oxides and their relative ratio with respect to Fe-oxide.
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Friction and adhesion measurements under dry conditions
Friction and adhesion were measured using friction force microscopy (FFM) for ultrathin-MoS2
and ultrathin-graphite (5-13 layers) in contact with the steel bead tip under dry conditions by purging a
localized AFM chamber with 99.99% purity N2 (Figure 2 & Table 1). Both friction and adhesion were
found to be higher for the steel/MoS2 interface compared to the 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite interface as
summarized in Table 1. In particular, at the maximum normal load of 90 nN, friction on MoS2 was
measured to be ~21 times higher with a lateral force of 42.0 ± 1.2 nN compared to 2.0 ± 0.2 nN on
ultrathin-graphite. The ISS of the two interfaces was measured by fitting the non-linear friction vs. normal
load plot (Figure 2) using the generalized Maugis–Dugdale model proposed by Carpick et al. [22], yielding
an ISS of 249 ± 25 MPa between 440C-steel/MoS2 and 168 ± 35 MPa between 440C-steel/ultrathingraphite. These ISS values for 440C-steel/2D-materials reported herein are in similar order of magnitude
to the other counter-surface (silicon) typically reported in the literature (~140 - 173MPa) [7,25].
Furthermore, adhesion on MoS2 was measured to be ~1.6 times higher with the pull off force of
46 ± 2 nN compared to 29 ± 1 nN on ultrathin-graphite (Table 1). Such a trend in pull off force is also in
accordance with the obtained adhesive force calculated by fitting friction vs. normal load curves. The
comparatively higher friction, ISS and adhesion for the MoS2 suggests a stronger interfacial interaction at
the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface (Table 1 & Table 2) than that for the 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite
interface. According to the classification of the interaction at the interfaces based on interfacial distance
or cut off energy, previous studies have reported a physical interaction between steel oxides (Fe-, Cr- and
Mn-oxides) with ultrathin-graphite [26–33]. In the case of MoS2 samples, a stronger interaction is expected
since all the steel oxides (Fe-, Cr- and Mn-oxides) are reported to interact preferentially with the sulfur
atoms (chemically) on MoS2 and hence can contribute to a more resistive sliding and adhesive behavior
with the 440C-steel counter-surface [34–40]. Furthermore, the 440C-steel surface mainly consists of Feoxides (Figure 1b) which are reported to interact strongly via ionic bond like interactions at the Feoxide/MoS2 interface [40]. Note that, to confirm the differences of interfacial properties between ultrathinMoS2 and ultrathin-graphite are not attributable to a tip change or other instrument changes, AFM
measurements were performed with the same tip tests but tests were done in different orders, by alternating
between the ultrathin-graphite and MoS2 samples.
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Fig. 2. Friction force as a function of normal load curve for 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite and 440Csteel/MoS2 including the generalized Maugis–Dugdale fitting model [22]. Note the break in the friction
force axis as MoS2 exhibits significantly higher friction at all normal loads.
Table 1. Experimental sliding and adhesion (FAdhesion) comparison of 440C-steel/MoS2 and 440Csteel/ultrathin-graphite interfaces under dry (RH7-9%) conditions with a maximum normal load (FN) of
90 nN. Sliding comparisons include friction force (FFriction) and interfacial shear strength (ISS). FAdhesion,Fit
is the pull off force acquired from the generalized Maugis–Dugdale fitting model on the friction data [22].
Steel/MoS2

Steel/ ultrathin-graphite

FFriction [nN]

42 ± 1.2

2 ± 0.3

ISS [MPa]

249 ± 25

168 ± 35

FAdhesion [nN]

46 ± 2

29 ± 1

FAdhesion,Fit [nN]

53 ± 9

89 ± 3

Table 2. Summary of the interfacial interaction regimes between different oxides on the 440C-steel
surface with respect to MoS2 and ultrathin-graphite.
MoS2

ultrathin-graphite

Fe-oxides

Chemical [36,37,39,40]

Physical [26–30]

Cr-oxides

Chemical [34,36–38]

Physical [31]

Mn-oxides

Chemical [34–37]

Physical [32,33]

Role of water on the interfacial behavior of 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite and 440C-steel/MoS2
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Next, the role of ambient humidity in both interfacial systems was studied (Figure 3). In the case
of 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite interface, the sliding behavior was found to be minimally influenced by
water between RH7 - 40%, where the friction force was observed to only increase from ~2.0 ± 0.3 nN to
~3.0 ± 0.2 nN (Figure 3a). However, a further rise in humidity past RH40% increased friction by almost
three-fold to ~6.0 ± 0.3 nN as compared to the dry condition. This behavior was repeatable for varying
normal loads (Supplementary Information; Figure S1) for two different samples. Adhesion between the
440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite interface at varying humidity was found to increase from 29.0 ± 1 nN
(RH9%) to 140.0 ± 2 nN (RH71%), however, adhesion was only observed to increase by an appreciable
value for humidity over RH40% (Figure 3b). No significant interlayer nor subsurface water intercalation
is expected for the ambient conditions studied herein [12,14], therefore the increasing pull off force with
humidity is attributed to water meniscus build-up from capillary condensation around the contact and
water adsorption [12,41]. The overlapping friction-adhesion trend for ultrathin-graphite is suggestive that
the increase in friction with humidity between 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite is primarily due to water
adsorption/meniscus build-up. This is consistent with previously reported transitioning interfacial
behavior on ultrathin-graphite in contact with other counter surfaces as a result of humidity where water
adsorption was considered to play the dominant interfacial role [12,14].
In the case of MoS2, the presence of water was instead observed to reduce friction between the
440C-steel/MoS2 interfaces from ~42.0 ± 1 nN to ~22.0 ± 3 nN between RH7- 44% (Figure 3a). The
decreasing friction trend for 440C-steel/MoS2 interface as a function of humidity was repeatable for 5
datasets, averaging ~43% reduction (Supporting Information; Figure S2a). The average friction force
between 440C-steel/MoS2 is notably higher than that of 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite across the whole
humidity range. Adhesion experiments between 440C-steel/MoS2 showed a sharp increase in pull off force
from ~46.0 ± 2 nN (RH10%) to ~465.0 ± 10 nN (RH25%) which occurred at a lower humidity than the
transition observed for ultrathin-graphite (Figure 3c). The transition of interfacial adhesion behavior for
ultrathin-MoS2 herein at ~RH25% is consistent with the observation for microscale-MoS2 coatings [42]
as well as other counter-surfaces for ultrathin-MoS2 [14]. For example in the case of SiO2 countersurfaces, the higher adhesion to ultrathin-MoS2 at a lower humidity (RH25%) as compared with that for
ultrathin-graphite (>RH40%) was attributed to the comparatively stronger water-MoS2 interaction
resulting from its tri-layer atomic structure [14,43–46]. Furthermore, strength of the capillary force is also
reported to be dependent on surface wettability [47]. An increase in surface hydrophobicity weakens the
influence of capillary force acting on the counter-surface [47]. Water contact angle (WCA) measurements
(Supporting information; Figure S4) show a more hydrophilic MoS2 (∼80°) as compared to graphene
(∼91°). This is suggestive of a stronger capillary force acting between the 440C-steel/MoS2 than 440Csteel/ultrathin-graphite. The overall pull-off force herein is also generally higher between the 440Csteel/MoS2 interface as compared to the 440C-steel/ ultrathin-graphite interface which would contribute
to an overall higher friction force (Figure 3). In stark contrast with the well-known macroscale behavior
of thick-MoS2 coatings, ultrathin-MoS2 coatings are observed to exhibit a reduction of friction with
increasing humidity (Figure 3a). Oxidation of thick-MoS2 form staggered MoO3 structure, which disrupts
the 2D van der Waals sliding and hence results in higher friction and wear with increasing humidity
[13,14,48]. The ultrathin pristine-MoS2 sheets present herein with aligned layers resist oxidation when
exposed to water. Figure 3d compares the oxygen content of pristine MoS2 sample before and after
exposure to high humidity ambient conditions (RH80%). XPS characterization shows that exposure of
mechanically exfoliated ultrathin-MoS2 sheets underwent minimal oxidation, as oxygen was observed to
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increase from ∼4 at.% to ∼6 at.%. Some oxygen is expected to be present, since the edges and defect sites
are passivated with oxygen and dissociated water molecules.
One thing should be noted that, the humidity dependence of friction for 440C-steel/MoS2 here is
opposite to our previous study, where the SiO2 bead was used for friction testing [14]. Therein, amorphous
SiO2 counter-surface interacts weakly with MoS2 by van der Waals interaction, hence water adsorption is
dominating the interfacial behavior by increasing the friction. When the MoS2 was oxidized intentionally
by heat treatment, the friction was seen to further increase. In contrast, in the present study, steel countersurface exhibits a stronger interaction with the sulfur atoms, while the water is shown not to oxidize the
MoS2.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Average friction force comparison of MoS2 and ultrathin-graphite against a 440C-steel bead
counter-surface as a function of humidity. Normal load of 90 nN was applied. (b) Effect of humidity on
adhesion between 440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite. (c) Effect of humidity on adhesion between 440Csteel/MoS2. (d) High-resolution XPS of O1s oxygen peak of pristine-MoS2 and high humidity exposed
MoS2.
Interestingly, the friction and adhesion behavior for the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface do not overlap
(i.e. the major variations occur at different humidity), suggesting that there is an alternate mechanism
other than oxidation and meniscus effects that contributes to the tribological behavior of 440C-steel/MoS2
herein at nanoscale. Studies which have observed opposite friction and adhesion trends report alternative
interfacial mechanisms dominating the behavior, such as normal load, interfacial electronic interaction
and tip-sample distance [49]. To gain further insight into the role of water on the 440C-steel/MoS2 sliding
interface, FFM over multiple sliding cycles was performed at RH9% and RH42% (Figure 4) while
ensuring a wear free interfacial sliding regime (Supporting Information; Figure S2 and S3). Note that, the
formation of chemical bonding at 440C-steel/MoS2 interface does not necessarily cause the wear failure.
While the interfacial energy of metal-oxide/MoS2 (~0.1 J/m2) is comparable to the adhesion energy
between MoS2 layers (~0.174 J/m2), [50,51] the contact area is six orders lower than the MoS2 flake area,
thus making the debonding and wear unlikely. Similar to earlier results (Figure 3), friction at RH42% was
found to be lower than RH9% (first cycle). At low humidity (RH9%), friction as a function of cycle shows
no significant change (grey band). The steady cyclic friction behavior at RH9% indicates an unchanged
sliding contact since very minimal water is expected to adsorb on the MoS2 surface resulting in a direct
interaction between the 440C-steel/MoS2 surface. At high humidity (RH42%), there is more surface water
adsorption [14] which can sandwich and separate the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface (440C8

steel/water/MoS2). The thickness of interfacial water continuously increases with rising humidity by
weakly adsorbing on the 440C-steel surface forming a liquid like structure [52]. At RH42%, it takes
several cycles (~4 cycles) for friction to stabilize (grey band) indicating a change in sliding contact from
the removal of adsorbed water before exhibiting friction of the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface that is similar
to the RH9% measurements (Figure 4). The reduction in friction at RH42% and the friction-cycle behavior
infers that the presence of water between the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface can reduce friction and act as a
temporary protective film. Adsorbed water between 440C-steel/MoS2 rubs off during sliding as water is
weakly bonded on both the 440C-steel and MoS2 surfaces [43,52]. It was earlier established (Table 2) that
oxides (Fe-, Cr-, and Mn- oxides) on the 440C-steel surface interact strongly (chemically) with the sulfur
atoms in MoS2 hence separation of the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface by water suppresses the strong
interfacial interaction resulting in lower friction force. Once the temporary water protective film is
removed with the increase in the number of cycles, friction stabilizes and converges into the grey band
regardless of the humidity (Figure 4 & Supporting Information; Figure S2b).

Fig. 4. Normalized friction force between 440C-steel/MoS2 at RH9% and RH42% as a function of scan
cycles with normal load of 90 nN. Friction was normalized relative to the minimum data point (friction
for 1st cycle at RH42%). “# of cycles” represents the number of times the same area was scanned
repeatedly. The grey background highlights the friction range once the water film is removed between the
440C-steel/MoS2 contact. Bottom-left inset: Schematic of 440C-steel/MoS2 interface during the 1st-cycle
at RH42% where water separates the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface. Bottom-center inset: Schematic of 440Csteel/MoS2 interface during 5th-cycle at RH42% after water is rubbed off the MoS2 surface. Bottom-right
Inset: MoS2 topography indicating the area of interest (dashed black square) and MoS2 thickness (solid
red line).
This work focuses on understanding the tribology of both ultrathin-graphite and ultrathin-MoS2
sliding in contact with a 440C-steel beaded counter-surface. XPS revealed the surface chemistry of the
440C-steel counter-surface which consists primarily of Fe-oxides and with appreciable regions of Mnand Cr-oxides from the alloying elements. The presence of the Fe-, Cr-, Mn-oxides on the 440C-steel
surface influence the interfacial interaction regime when in contact with ultrathin-graphite (physical
bonding) and MoS2 (chemical bonding) surfaces. The stronger chemical like interaction between 440Csteel/MoS2 led to higher friction, ISS and adhesion as compared to the weaker physical interaction between
440C-steel/ultrathin-graphite at all levels of humidity. Water was observed to play a contrary role as it
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was found to increase both friction and adhesion for the physically interacting interface (440C-steel/
ultrathin-graphite) yet was observed to reduce friction for the chemically interacting interface (440Csteel/MoS2). By sandwiching between the 440C-steel/MoS2 interface, adsorbed water molecules suppress
the strong interfacial chemical interaction and acts as a temporary lubricating film. The short-lasting effect
of water on ultrathin-MoS2 is unique to its size scale as thick-MoS2 coatings are known to be sensitive to
humidity [53]. Lastly, the nanoscale tribological behavior of ultrathin-MoS2 is oppositely influenced by
water as compared to the macroscale-MoS2 against 440C-steel. This is attributed to the impact water has
on MoS2 at different scales (macroscale vs ultrathin) and the interfacial mechanism dominating the
behavior. At the nanoscale, the direct presence of water molecules within the contact change the surface
interaction and dominate the sliding behavior whereas at macroscale it is the oxidizing role of water which
changes the chemical properties of the interface material that dominates the tribology.
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